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1"THE PHILOSOPHY OF COITPOSITION'^
Edgar Allan Poe in his essay on "The Philosophy of
Composition'^ set forth tenets which he asserted he fol-
lowed in his works. In order to have a basis for esti-
mating the extent to which he followed these dicta, an
examination of the central ideas in the essay is necessary.
The first significant statement in the essay is:
"Every plot, worth the name, must he elaborated to its
denouement before anything be attempted with the pen.
It is only with the denouement constantly in view that we
can give the plot its indispensable air of consequence,
or causation, by making the incidents, and especially the
tone at all points, tend to the development of the inten-
tion.'*
Poe, in criticizing the methods of story composition,
says the authors either choose a subject suggested by
history or an event of the day or take a series of striking
events and then try to fill in the gaps in fact or action
by dialogue, description, or other device. He says he
prefers commencing with consideration of an effect. This ef-
fect he chooses on the basis of first its novelty and
second its vividness. Originality he chooses as contrib-
uting to effect since it is an obvious and easy source of
interest. He then considers how best to achieve his

aeffect, ""whether by ordinary incidents and peculiar tone,
or the converse, or "by peculiarity both of incident and
tone.'* Poe goes on to say that he has often thought an
interesting magazine paper oould be writT^eh by an author
who would give step by step the processes of his composi-
tion. Poe says he cannot understand why no one has done
this, but probably it is either from vanity which makes
the poet wish to be considered inspired or that the ideas
having come pell-mell, the author cannot recall his steps.
Here Poe brings the discussion around to ^The Raven""
which he uses as an example of how his poems are composed.
He says that he never has the slightest difficulty in
recalling the progressive steps of any of his compositions
to his mind and that no one point in composition in '^The
Raven"" came about by accident or intuition but that ^the
whole work proceeded, step by step, to its completion with
the precision and rigid consequence of a mathematical
problem. '*
His intention in "'The Raven^ was to compose a poem to
appe=il to both the popular and the critical taste.
He then passes to the q.uestion of the determination
of length. This, he decides, must be such as to be read
at a single sitting, as otherwise the unity of impression,
immeasurably important, must be lost. He says that long
poems are really a succession of brief poetical effects.
Since a poem is only a poem as it intensely excites and
elevates the soul and since such elevation through psychal
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necessity is brief, there can be no such thing as a long
poem. Poe criticizes '^Paradise Lost"^ on this basis, saying
that it is composed of passages of poetical elevation with
corresponding passages of depression, or prose. Its length,
therefore, deprives it of artistic unity of effect.
iVithin the limits of a single sitting a poem also
^raust be made to bear mathematical relation to its merit"-
or '^to the degree of the true poetical effect it is capable
of inducing.^ However » a certain length is necessary, for,
as Poe implies here and definitely states in his essay,
"Hawthorne's Twice-told Tales", a poem which is too short
may produce a vivid but not a lasting impression, poe
chooses about one hundred lines as the proper length for
"The Raven".
Poe says the pleasure which is the most elevating,
intense, and pure is found in the contemplation of the
beautiful. He says when men speak of beauty, they speak
not of a (quality but of an effect — that of the elevation
of soul experienced in contemplating beauty.
He then passes to his second step in the composition
of "The Raven". This is the consideration of effect. At
this point Poe again emphasizes that he wished to make the
work universally appreciable. The impression which he
chose to convey was of beauty. "Beauty is the sole legit-
imate province of the poem", Poe states. In his explana-
tion of beauty Poe tells us that it appeals to the soul.

4as truth to the intellect, and passion to the heart.
These last tv;o , Poe says, can be attained most easily in
prose. If used in a poem, they must be made subservient
to the predominant aim of beauty and enveiled in it, since
beauty is the essence of poetry.
Ufith beauty chosen as the province of poetry, Poe
next selected sadness as the tone, since beauty at its
highest excites tears.
Having decided upon length, beauty, and tone, Poe
said he then decided upon the refrain as the device upon
which to turn the story and give it "artistic piquancy".
He considered the refrain had up to that time been little
developed and that by using a variation of the application
of the refrain he could add to its effect by giving vari-
ance of thought while not losing the pleasure of repeti-
tion which the refrain gives by its monotone of sound.
He then decided upon a one word refrain as easier to handle
than a sentence would be. Determining to use the refrain
at the close of each stanza, he chose the word "TTeverraore""
since its sonority and possibility of emphasis gave it a
quality of force which its end position demanded.
The refrain, monotonous in its nature, led to the
introduction of a raven whom a bereaved lover should
question in wild self -mockery and despair, poe introduced
the lover for the following reason. Death, he said, is the
most melancholy of topics. It is the most poetical when
it allies itself closely to beauty; therefore ''the death

5then of a "beautiful woman is unquestionably > the most
poetic topic in the world — and equally is it beyond
doubt that the lips best suited for such a topic are those
of the bereaved lover.
These points having been decided upon, Poe then tells
us that he composed the last stanza, beginning at the end
where, he says, all works of art should begin. This he
did so that he could graduate the queries of the lover in
their importance to the climax and also settle the question
of stanzaic form and meter.
In discussing stanzaic form and meter Poe expresses
his surprise that variations in these, an easy source of
originality, had not been experimented with in centuries.
Here he makes the point that originality is not, '^except
in minds of very unusual force**, due to intuition but must
be worked out. This originality of stanza and meter poe
assists by alliteration and rhyming principles. In the
discussion of "The Raven"" Poe says he pretended to no
originality of rhythm or meter, but only in their combina-
tion into stanzas.
Poe explains his choosing of the setting for "The
Raven" in the room of the lover on the ground that "a
close circumspection of space is absolutely necessary to
the effect of insulated incident" in that it concentrates
the attention as a frame does upon the picture it encloses.
The scene, then, is in the lover richly furnished cham-

6ber which his dead mistress had frequented.
A diseussion then follows of the reasons for the
selection of details, as, for example, the stormy night
to make the bird seek shelter, the statue of Pallas both
for the suggestion it gave of the scholarship of the
lover and the contrast of its white marble with the plumage
of the bird.
The element of contrast Poe makes between the fantas-
tic picture the bird presents and the later solemnity of
the poem deepens the ultimate impression of doom.
Since subjects of this sort have a certain inartistic
element no matter how great the wealth of incident or how
skilfully the story is told, Poe says two things are re-
quired — a certain complexity or adaptation and an under-
current of meaning. The second, he says, gives a work
richness, though an excess of suggestiveness turns a work
into prose. To gain the full power of suggestiveness he
refrains from the use of figurative language until the
conclusion of the poem. Then the force of the two expres-
sions, he says, permeates the whole poem and causes the
reader not only to seek a moral in what has previously
been read but also to make the raven, in Poe's words,
emblematical of "Mo\irnful and Never-ending Remembrance".

SOURCES OF POE»S CRITICAL IDEAS
It is germane to the investigation to deoide to what
extent these ideas were gathered from other sources, such
as those current at the period. In this connection
Margaret Alterton's work is helpful. (1)
Poe's reading covered many sources. He himself testi-
fies as to his habit of '^pouring over foreign files'^. (2)
These included ""Blackwood's Magazine", the '^Edinburgh maga-
zine", the "Westminster Review", and the "London Quarterly".
Additional testimony to this habit is furnished by his
short stories. (3)
The principle of effect was one that was coming into
increasing prominence in British magazines. Augustus
Wilhelm von Schlegel was largely responsible for this and
interested the readers of "Blackwood's" by his theory.
This doctrine led the critics to consider not only the
effect or impression on the reader but also led them to
see that the writers often deliberately used methods to
produce the desired effect upon the reader. During this
period the sensation type of story was in great vogae in
the British magazines. In writing this the authors had
necessarily to keep the effect strongly in mind, and, of
course, it is the kind of story in which the conscious
purpose of the author in directing the steps of the story
and the desired effect may most easily be seen.

8Poe, as he poured over foreign magazines, would
naturally get many suggestions which wo\ild be of aid to
him both practically and theoretically. He gave two
statements regarding effect, one in '^The Philosophy of
Composition"" and the other in a review entitled 'Haw-
thorne's Twice-Told Tales". In the ""Philosophy of Com-
position" he tells us that an author should be able to
point out step by step the processes by which his work
reached its final form. Further he says that he wants
it thoroughly understood that his works are all consciously
planned and do not arise from intuition. In the same
essay when giving his exposition of his writing of "The
Raven** he asserts that his work proceeded with the pre-
cision of a mathematical formula. (4) This statement
Alterton feels marks his connection with the English
writer of the sensation story and Schlegel's criticism
as it was reflected by "Blackwood's".
Another dictum presented in "The Philosophy of
Composition" is that concerning length. Poe says that
the length must be such that the poem may be read at a
single sitting. Probably he derived this not only from
the fact that his finest gift was essentially lyrical
but also from "Blackwood's", as at the time there were
several reviewers counseling brevity and saying that short
poems would be the longest remembered, or in the case of

9long poems, onlj parts would be reraemlDered. The practice
at the time in the British magazines was for short poems
and articles.
Alterton finds evidence that Poe's study of law in
relation to his work, his interest in philosophy, and his
study of the drama all led him to strengthen further his
critical views. He turned to the study of philosophy
perhaps as a result of the current literary criticism
which considered philosophy to be important in strength-
ening -Che power of thinking, aiding in unity. Schlegel,
Wordsworth, and Coleridge held these views. (5) Fi'oni
his study of law, philosophy, and drama Poe felt that the
secret of effect in a writer *s art is found in following
the orderly workings of nature and that effective writing
comes when the natural processes are used.
Alterton, in conclusion, gives as her view that poe
was perfectly sincere in his statements in his review of
"Twice-Told Tales'* and '*The philosophy of Composition".
She regards the long period of growth his ideas had from
the first hints he received in the British magazines and
the varying influences of his studies as making for his
conscious use of method. (6)
Paul Elmer More in his ''Origins of Hawthorne and
Poe'* (7) thinks with Alterton that Poe was ^uite sincere
in his essay in stating his real method of composition
and that Poe was not giving a rationalization of a fait
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accompli. As a starting point in his discussion Kore
studied one of Poe*s portraits. He says that it shows a
breakdown in character revealed by the lines of the mouth,
hut that the eyes show a capability of great concentra-
tion and logical grip. This ph^^'sioal sign More thinks
is proved by Poe's work. He asserts that in his work
conscious logical analysis was present at every step to
an abnormal degree and that this logical analysis fol-
lowed the creative faculty. (8)
Joseph Wood Krutch (9) on the other hand feels that
Poe, consciously or unconsciously, deceived us as to his
actual method of composition. His view is that poe's
life was a struggle against a realization of the psychic
impotence of his sexual nature and also a struggle against
the realization of the mental instability to which the
sexual impotence gave rise. Krutch believes that poe
postponed his inevitable mental breakdown by turning to
the practice of logic and ingenuity, for example, his
cr3rptograms. When he began to realize that he was the
victim of uncontrolled and irrational emotions, says
Krutch, he countered this with the pretense that he was,
on the contrary, abnormally clear in his mental processes.
This kind of over-compensation is responsible for the
writing of the essay about which this paper is concerned,
Krutch believes. He believes that in general artistic
work is not created in this fashion, and that, in any
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case, Poe was the last man to create in this way, (10)
Krutch believes that Poe in his ever increasing
struggle to escape insanity tried to prove to himself that
his work was all based on rational processes. He further
thinks that Poe invented the detective story in order that
he might not go mad. His final summing up calls '^The
Philosophy of Composition'* a rationalization and not at
all literary criticism as the term is generally used. (11)
All writers on Poe mention the morbidity of his work.
He himself in considering the most poetic topic for a
poem — in his explanation of '^he Raven"^ — tells us
that he considers the death of a beautiful woman the most
poetic topic of universal interest. More {IZ) in contrast
to Krutch's attributing this morbid tone entirely to poe»s
psychopathic nature suggests it is due to the casting
aside by the Puritans of the fairy lore of English tradi-
tion. The imagination cut off from what had been a normal
outlet took revenge by working out into the morbid vein
of witchcraft. The Revolution then substituted for this
supernaturalism a shadowy symbolism exemplified in the
work of Hawthorne and Poe, the two most noteworthy of the
host of American writers influenced by this diverting of
the imagination from its normal course. Poe, as well as
Hawthorne, says More> attained perfection of form in the
higher field of imagination from a background of a mind
absorbed by the weirder phenomena of life. He says Haw-
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thorne and Poe have a "^peculiar half-vision of unearthly
things inherited "by the soul when faith has waned and the
imagination prolongs the old sensations in a shadowy in-
voluntary life of its own; and herein too lies the field
of pure and effective symbolism." He considers that poe's
work has an element of force and realism which the German
School allied to the Gothic lacks because he writes from
the depths of this profound moral experience of his people.
Edmund Clarence Stedman (IS) finds that most of
Poe's poetry accords with his theory, but he feels that
Poe's account of his creation of his poetry is both true
and false. He believes that in the case of "The Raven"
the rough outline of the poem was spontaneous and that
Poe, then at the height of his powers as a poet and as a
critic, saw how the poem could best be perfected and fin-
ished it according to the method he tells about in "The
Philosophy of Composition",
BASIS OF JTJDGIITG TOmS
The poems are to be fudged on the basis of the points
given in the essay presented by the following outline:
Poe's Analysis of "The Raven"
A. Length
1. Single sitting to conserve unity of impression.
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Z, Length, depends on the poetical effect poem can induce,
a. Too "brief a poem may produce a vivid but temporary
impression.
B. Effect
1. Beauty is the province of poetry,
a. Beauty is of universal appeal,
h. Beauty appeals to the soul.
1. Truth, appealing to the mind, and passion, to
the heart, may be used if made subservient to
beauty.
2, The death of a beautiful woman mourned by her lover
is the most poetical topic in the world.
C. Tone
1, Sadness is the most poetic tone, since beauty at its
highest excites tears.
D. Means of obtaining effect
1. Refrain
a. One word refrain chosen as easier to handle.
b. Application of refrain varied to get variance of
thought without losing pleasure inherent in repeti-
tion of sound.
c. Use of vowel o and consonant r to raaice for quality
of force end position demands because of their
1. Sonority
S. Possibility of emphasis.
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2. Conscription of space to foous attention sharply.
3. Composition of last stanza first so as to form
climax for others.
4. Details chosen to give
a. Element of contrast in thought and color detail.
b. Additional richness to poem.
5. Limited use of figurative language to give under-
current of meaning, or moral, to poem.
6. Stanzaic form and meter
a. Tariety in these sought as an easy and untapped
source of originality,
h. Alliteration and rhyme used as an aid.
The question of length is a troublesome one. AH Poe^s
poems, the longest of four hundred and sixty-two lines,
can be read at a single sitting. The limitation of length
given by Poe is very elastic. The second statement that the
length of a poem depends upon the poetical effect it can
induce is much more difficult and practically unanswerable.
Poe*s statement that a poem "must be made to bear a mathe-
matical relation to its merif* presents contradictions in
his own practice. The four poems listed below all bear on
the topic considered most poetic by Poe, and yet there is
a variation of thirty-eight lines in length between the
shortest and the longest.
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name No, of Lines
TLenore^ Zl
'^Bridal Ballad** 31
'^Annabel Lee^ 41
^The Sleeper"^ 59
It seems to the present writer that the statement was made
without sound "basis. If Poe had any real standard in his
own mind, he could not convey it through the medium of
his poems. His statement in '^Hawthorne *s Twice-Told Tales""
that too brief a poem may produce a vivid but temporary
impression is equally vague. He gives no example of undue
brevity by which we may be guided.
Again in his essay Poe tells us in connection with
his statement that a poem must be thought through to its
denouement before touching pen to paper that he composed
the last stanza first to serve as a climax toward which the
others should lead. In studying the poems it is impossible
to say whether such a method has been followed, in a few
poems, such as "The Bells*^, external evidence helps toward
an answer; in a few others, such as "Dreamland", the poem
itself helps toward a conclusion; in most, however, the
point has to be passed over without a decision being made.
Poe alone was in a position to decide this q.uestion.
A discussion of the poems themselves in connection
with the outline presented now follows.
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^BRIDAL BALLiU)^
In length this poem consists of thirty-one lines,
fulfilling Poe*s dictum that a poem should he short enough
to be read at a single sitting so that the unity of im-
pression may he conserved. A long poem must he read at
successive sittings, conse(iuently destroying unity of
impression and so lessening the effect.
The effect intended by Poe in this poem is beauty,
which he says is the province of poetry and of universal
appeal. The topic of the poem is the grief of a recently
married woman who is still in love with her dead lover.
In accordance with his creed Poe leaves passion, which he
assigns to the heart, out of this poem, holding that pas-
sion should be ea^ressed in prose, not verse. The element
of truth, appealing, he says, to the mind, is present,
but in accordance with his belief is subordinated. Unhap-
piness lying in store because of a loveless marriage is
in the background of the poem.
In tone the poem is sad, fulfilling poe's idea that
beauty at its highest excites tears. The tone is secured
by the impossibility of fulfilled love plus the girl»s
feeling that her abandonment of her dead lover v;ill make
him unhappy.
The refrain, which Poe chose because his study of
poetry showed it to be universally popular, is well sus-
t
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tained, Poe developed variation of refrain "because he
thought flexibility in application would add to the effect
while not detracting from the pleasure inherent in repeti-
tion. The refrain chosen in this poem is initially '^And
I am happy now"^, which occurs at the end of stanza one in
which we are told of the bride »s wedding. In stanza two
the refrain is varied to ""And who is happy now** as the
bride, when her husband first spoke of love to her, thought
of her lover, killed in battle, who is happy now.
Stanza three has the refrain "Oh, I am happy nowl"^ as
the bride, thinking it is her dead lover, accepts the new
love. Stanza four takes as refrain ""That I am happy now""
as a bitter mockery of the token of the ring she now wears.
The last stanza has as refrain "May not be happy now" refer-
ring to the dead lover, as the bride's soul is torn with
doubts about forsaking him.
Although the vowel o and the consonant r do not occur
in the refrain, their use is marked throughout the poem,
the dead lover's name, D'Elormie, being an instance of the
two in conjunction.
In considering the actual work of composition accord-
ing to the principles laid down for "The Raven", it seems
likely that Poe had the denouement in mind before composi-
tion was begun. The idea of the poem — a girl still in
love with one man and married to another — is familiar.
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It is a reversal of Poe*s lament for the death of a beauti-
ful woman. There is no proof discernible in the poem itself
that a concluding stanza was written as a climax to which
the others should lead. The brevity of the poem would make
this method unnecessary in any case.
In stanzaic form Poe follows out his idea that variety
in form makes for originality. The stanzas are arranged in
groups of five, seven, seven, and six lines. There is
nothing novel in the metric arrangement which is predomi-
nantly iambic trimeter. The use of feminine rhymes as the
tempo of emotion heightens in the last three stanzas seems
to heighten the emotional content.
The element of contrast between the calm of stanza
one and the emotion of stanza five in which the bride feels
she is in a dream from which she must awaken is well sus-
tained.
This poem, then, adheres to the standards set by poe
with the minor exception of the omission of the sounds of
0 and r in the refrain.
"DREAM-LAjJD"
"^Dream-land^ , a poem of fifty-six lines, conforms to
Poe^s theory that a poem must be brief enough to be read
at one sitting in order that the unity of impression may be
preserved. In his essay Poe stated that a poem ^raust be
made to bear a mathematical relation to its raerit"^, While
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it is impossible to apply this test to all of poe»s work,
in comparing "^Dream-land"^ with ""Bridal Ballad'^ it is easy
to see why the former is longer. Since the idea presented
is less simple in thought » more space is needed in which
to develop it.
The effect Poe wishes to get in this poem is the
weird beauty of the dream state. Beauty, he tells us, is
the pirovince of poetry. To get the desired effect poe
uses several devices with great success. The manner in
which the poem is introduced and closed is an important
factor. The first and last stanzas are almost identical
in wording, the variation being that the first stanza
describes the route to dream-land and sets the atmosphere
of the poem by alluding to dream-land as "a wild weird
clime". The last stanza recalls the first by referririg
to "This ultimate dim Zhule**. The repetition of the idea
that the dreamer has newly returned from Dream-land at the
beginning and the end of the poem gives the four intervening
stanzas a setting as of a frame.
The effect of weird beauty is further carried out by
Poe's choice of details. In stanza two in which the descrip-
tion of Dream-land begins, descriptive adjectives give the
illusion of a dream — vales are bottomless, floods are
bo^andless, and woods are described as Titan. All is the
distorted imagery of dreams which come to the dreamer with
no element of surprise or unreality. The figures of
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friends passing through Dream-land are shrouded — they
know the dreamer, hut he oannot recognize them. The details
show that Poe carefully worked out his effect and its sus-
taining elements.
Sufficient details have been given to show that the
tone of sadness is sustained.
There is no refrain in the poem, hut there is a
repetend which carries out the effects Poe wished to make
in his refrains. Repetition begins in stanza two with
lines referring to "^endlessly outspread lakes"":
"Their lone waters, lone and dead, —
Their still waters, still and chilly
Mth the snows of the lolling lily.^
The following stanza takes up this idea again, substitut-
ing ing "sad" for "^still"". In stanza three the repetend
is stressed with cumulative effect, as:
"Sheeted Memories of the Past:
Shrouded forms that start and sigh'^
m this poem it seems that Poe's assertion that he
composed a final stanza first to serve as a climax for the
others holds true, for the poem begins and ends with almost
identical stan2;as setting the mood of the poem.
Poe believed that originality in stanzaic form and
meter were hitherto neglected ways of stimulating interest.
The stanzas in "'Bream-land'*" instead of being in groups of
verses of the same number of lines are irregular — of
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eight, twelve, ten, ten, twelve, and six lines. There is
nothing unusual in the metrical arrangement.
The element of contrast between this world and that
of dreamland with its weird landscape effects is carried
out "by the implications of stanzas one and six which bring
us back to the everyday world.
Metaphors are sparsely used in this poem, there being
only three. The first employed is "^Titan woods'^ at the
beginning of stanza two. The expression admirably adds to
the picture of dreamland with its weird phenomena. The
second, '^sMes of fire'*, adds nothing to the poem, since it
is trite. The third in which the lakes are overspread
"^ith the snows of the lolling lily" is admirable in that
the note of color contrast, white with the sad, dead waters
of the lake, and a living element contrasted to the still,
dead waters. These figures, however, do not add to the
ujidercurrent of meaning of the poem, the use to which Poe
in "The Philosophy of Composition" assigns figurative lan-
guage.
"THE SLEEPER"
This poem appeared first as "Irene" in 1831, its final
form appearing in 1845. As in all of Poe's reworked poems,
the latest version is by far superior to the original,
Poe comes here to a more unified work, chiefly by discard-
ing a more or less irrelevant and unoriginal introduction

and also the moon's apostrophe to the dead Irene. The more
finished techniq^ue of his later years as well as a more
refined poetic sensitiveness is apparent in the final form.
This poem, fifty-nine lines in length, fulfills the
requirement of single sitting length. It is in the group
of longer poems of Poe.
The effect intended by Poe is heauty, since this is the
province of poetry and of universal appeal. The poem tells
of the death of a beautiful woman mourned by her lover,
which, Poe tells us, is the most poetical topic in the world.
The tone of the poem is sad, dealing as it does with
the death of a beautiful woman. Sadness is always excited
by beauty at its highest, says Poe.
There is no refrain, but there is use of the repetend.
Stanza three is introduced by
"The lady sleeps. Oh, may her sleep
Which is enduring, so be deep!"
Stanza four is similarly by
"My love, she sleeps. Oh, may her sleep
AS it is lasting, so be deep J*
Tbe poem has many o and r sounds which Poe chose for
the refrain of "^The Raven" because of their sonority and
possibility of emphasis. An example of both from stanza
one follows:
^The rosemary nods upon the grave;
The lily lolls upon the wave;

as
There is no evidence in the poem itself to support
Poe^s statement in "The Philosophy of Composition" concern-
ing ""The Raven" that the last stanza of this poem was com-
posed first so that the other stanzas might lead up to it
as a climax. There is a climax of thought in the poem —
stanza two takes Irene as possibly in slumher, the follow-
ing stanza establishes the fact of her death definitely,
while the last stanza treats of the physical fact of her
entombment
.
Conscription of space is brought about by having the
lover see the dead lady and apostrophize her in her bed-
chamber. Stanza one, perhaps unsurpassed in Poe^s work for
sheer poetic beauty, sets the dreamy, death-like atmosphere
of the poem and skilfully in the last two lines introduces
the dead lady:
"All beauty sleeps! — and lol where lies
Irene, with her destiniesi"
The end stop of the poem is not so well taken care of as in
"Dream-land'' since in this poem the dreamy detachment of
the first stanza gives place in the last to the personal
note of the entombment of Irene.
Variety in stanzalc form and meter was an easy source
of originality, in Poe's opinion. There is nothing unusual
in the meter of this poem. The stanzaic arrangement is^
however, original. The first stanza is seventeen lines,
setting the mood and giving the introduction. Stanza two
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of eighteen lines treats of the strange sleep of the lady.
In the eight lines of stanza three the lover accepts the
fact of her death and prays for her. The last stanza, six-
teen lines, is her lover *s thought of her entombment and
a childhood memory of her that the thought brings.
The use of figurative language is limited, according
to Poe*s theory that an excess turns poetry into prose.
An especially happy example occurs in stanza one in which
the lake is said to look like Lethe. This, preceded by an
atmosphere of dreams, prepares by its allusion to death
for the stanzas to come. There is, however, no undercur-
rent of meaning brought about by the use of figurative
language
.
"The Sleeper"" treats of the topic considered most
poetic by Poe. The refrain is missing, but in other details
the poem conforms closely to the standards laid down in
"The Philosophy of Composition^*.
This poem of twenty-one lines conforms to Poe's dictum
of single sitting length in order to preserve unity of
impression.
The effect Poe seeks is beauty which he says is the
province of poetry and the q.uality of universal appeal.
In this poem truth, which poe says appeals to the mind, and
passion, appealing to the heart, are employed, subservient
t
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to the main theme, the death of a beautiful woman, "he
truth intended is that of the universal jealousy which the
comhination of beauty and wealth excites. Passion enters
here in that the plaints of the lover against the harsh
treatment which has been accorded his betrothed instead of
the comparative calm of acceptance.
'TIow shall the ritual, then, be read? the requiem how
be sung
By you — by yours, the evil eyes, — by yours the
slanderous tongue
That did to death the innocence that died, and
died so young?"*
The tone is of sadness, fulfilling Poe's credo that
beauty at its highest excites tears. The death of a
young, beautiful woman whose passing is viewed with false
grief by her friends fulfills this demand. However, in the
present writer's opinion, the melodramatic tone of the
poem mars its impressiveness.
The refrain is not used in the poem. The repetend
is employed instead to secure the pleasure inherent in
repetition and the addition of novelty which slight varia-
tion affords. The last two lines of stanza one illustrate
this device:
"An anthem for the queenliest dead that ever died so young,
A dirge for her the doubly dead in that she dies so young.
Alliteration, which Poe used to help variety in stanzaic form

and meter, is illustrated by the lines above.
Line one shows the use in the body of the poem of o
and r which Poe used in the refrain of "The Raven" to gain
sonority.
"Ah, broken is the golden bowll the spirit flown forever J"
In "The Raven" Poe claimed that he composed the last
stanza first in order to graduate the other stanzas to it
as a climax. There is no evidence deducible from the poem
that this method was followed here. Whereas in "A paean",
the earliest form of "Lenore", Poe has the mourning of the
lover throughout, in the last version the poem begins with
a calm dirge for the dead calling upon the lover to mourn
followed by a wild outburst by the lover against the hypo-
crites now mourning her. This in turn is followed again by
a dirge after which the lover speaks in more repressed grief.
The poem ends with the lover »s thought that his heart must
be light so that his betrothed may not be saddened on her
way to heaven by a note of mourning. The effect of this
device is to center attention sharply upon the two parts of
the picture.
"Variety in stanzaio pattern and meter constitute an
easy source of originality, poe said. The stanzaic pattern
consists of a seven, seven, five, seven scheme. The meter
is iambic heptameter, a form not in common use. It is inter-
esting to note that in stanza four Poe employs an identical
rhyme, "heaven, heaven"^, — a fault which he criticized
in the work of others.
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The poem, dealing with the death of a "beautiful woman
mourned by her lover, is the topic considered most poetical
by Poe. The repetend secures the effect looked for by him
in his use of the refrain in "^The Raven", In other respects
this poem conforms to the principles set forth in. "The philoso-
phy of Composition**,
"ULALUME^^
^^Ulalume", a poem of ninety-four lines, conforms to
Poe's belief that a poem must be capable of being read at
a single sitting so that the unity of impression, immeas-
urably important, may not be lost, Poe further said that
the length of a poem '*must be made to bear a mathematical
relation to its merit" or "to the degree of the true poeti-
cal effect it is capable of inducing". This is one of the
few poems in which it is easy to see why this poem is longer
than most, since the theme could be treated v/ith difficulty
in shorter length. The mood had to be set by the prepara-
tory stanzas providing a proper background.
The effect of the poem is a melancholy beauty. In the
theme is involved the conflict between loyalty to the memory
of the dead 7/oman whose lover has almost forgotten her on
this night of "lonesome October" and a new interest in love.
The tone of the poem is extreme melancholy, poe tells
us that beauty at its highest excites tears and therefore
the tone of a poem dealing with beauty should be sad. Here,
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as in others of Poe^s poems, the sadness has an excess of
morbidity connected with it.
Both the refrain and the repetend are used to effect
in this poem. The refrain, which Poe used to secure the
pleasure inherent in the repetition of sound, employing
with it a variance of thought to increase further the
pleasure, occurs not at the end of each stanza but at the
close of stanzas one, three, and nine. In stanza one, the
last two lines are
:
"It was down "by the danlc tarn of Auher,
In the ghoul-haunted woodland of ^eir."
In stanza three
:
"Remembered not the dank tarn of Auber
Nor the ghoul-haunted woodland of Weir."
In stanza nine
:
"Well I ]cnow, now, this dank tarn of Auber,
This ghoul-haunted woodland of Weir."
The repetend, which Poe used to gain the same effect
as the refrain, is especially strong in "ulalume?. The
following lines from stanza one illustrate Poe's use of
this device:
"The skies they were ashen and sober;
The leaves they were crisped and sere.
The leaves they were withering and sere;
It was hard by the dim lake of Auber
In the misty raid region of Weir:
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It was down the danK tarn of Auber,
In the ghoul-haunted woodland of Weir.»*
It will be noted in the passage quoted above that the
sounds of 0 and r, absent in the refrain, are employed.
Alliteration which Poe used to further his effect is also
to be noted.
The setting is very definitely placed ^by the dank
tarn of Auber •••• in the misty mid region of Weir", The
last stanza again refers to the setting, poe tells us that
he employed conscription of space in "The Raven" in order
to focus attention sharply.
It is not possible to tell from the poem whether one
stanza was composed first in order that the others might
lead up to the climax it told of.
Poe in his essay said the limited use of figurative
language served to give an undercurrent of meaning, or
moral, to a poem, whereas an excess of figurative language
turned poetry into prose. Only two figures are used in the
body of the poem — '•Cheeks where the worm never dies" and
"Lethean peace of the skies" — neither adding an undercur-
rent of meaning to the poem. The implied undercurrent of
meaning given by the use of Astarte, the goddess of love,
and Dian, the goddess of chastity, is very effective, how-
ever. Poe's struggle between these two influences symbol-
izes the struggle between loyalty to his dead wife and to
his new associations.
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Variety in stanzaic form and meter is an easy source
of originality. Pee says. The stanzas in this poem range
from nine to thirteen lines. The meter presents no especial
variety.
The poem conforms to the theories in "^The Philosophy
of Composition"^ in every detail except the use of the sounds
of o and r in the refrain.
"THE VALLEY OF UNREST"
This poem of twenty-seven lines fulfills Poe's theory
that a poem should be of such length as to be read at a
single sitting so as to conserve the unity of impression.
The effect of the poem is the languid beauty of a
dream with the weird phenomena of the dream state. In the
Valley of Unrest, once a happy place, nov/ desolate because
its people have been lost through war, all nature grieves.
As in a dream, the trees and clouds are stirred by no wind,
yet ceaselessly move. Over a nameless grave violets and
lilies weep.
The tone of the poem is of sadness, yet a sadness like
that of a dream, the cause unreal and unknown. The name-
less grave adds to this tone, yet there is no reason in the
poem itself for its introduction, Poe seems to have inserted
this touch forcibly in order to heighten the tone.
There is no refrain in this poem, but there occurs
at the end a repetend, which Poe used to get an effect
similar to the refrain. In this repetend the sounds o and
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r occTir, which Poe used for their sonority and possibility
of emphasis.
There is no oonscription of space in the sense Poe
speaks of in "The Raven" in which he introduces the bird
into the chamber of the bereaved lover instead of into the
more natural set"Cing of out-of-doors.
There is nothing to indicate that one part of the poem
was composed first to serve as a climax toward which the
rest must lead.
Poe stated in his essay that he used variety in stan-
zaic form and meter since these offer an easy source of
originality. In conformance with this idea the poem is
composed in one stanza of twenty-seven lines. In metric
arrangement Poe shows originality in that the majority of
the lines end in feet of one syllable.
This poem follows the standard set in the discussion
of "The Raven" in tone, but it does not in the particular
effect Poe considered of highest beauty. The repetend
and stanzaic form and meter are used as means to getting
effect.
"TO ZAOTIE"
In length this poem conforms to Poe»s idea that a
poem should be short enough to be read at a single sitting.
The poem, cast in sonnet form, is on the familiar theme
of the death of a beautiful woman mourned by her lover.
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as are '^Lenore'^, "The Raven"", and "Annate! Lee". Since
these vary in length Poe*s statement that the length of a
poem depends on the poetical effect it can induce seems
unable to be sustained. There is no apparent reason why
the fourteen-line "To zante" could not have been expanded
to the length of "The Raven".
The effect of this sonnet is beauty, the province of
poetry and the sub^ecu of universal appeal. It treats of
the death of beauty, the topic Poe said is the most poeti-
cal in the world.
The tone of the poem is sadness, conforming to Poe's
belief that beauty at its highest excites tears.
There is no refrain in the poem, but there is repeti-
tion. "ITo more", almost identical in thought and sound to
the "Nevermore" in the refrain of "The Raven" is used four
times.
There is no conscription of space possible in this
sonnet, a device used in "The Raven" to focus attention
sharply, as a frame does upon the picture it encloses.
Stedman says that this poem was suggested to poe by
Chateaubriand's book in which the island is mentioned and
the expression "Isola d'oroJ Fior di LevantI" occurs.
(14) It is possible that Poe composed around this line,
using it as a kind of climax. That the music of the line
would impress itself upon him, especially in view of the
combination of o and r, is certain. It is impossible to
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to prove, however, that he used this line as a climax as
he said he used one stanza in "'The Raven^.
The poem is strictly a Shakespearean sonnet in rhyme
scheme and meter. Lines thirteen and fourteen have femi-
nine endings.
This sonnet, then, conforms to the theories in "The
Philosophy of Composition" with the exceptions of conscrip-
tion of space and refrain. In the case of the latter the
repetend is substituted.
"ELDORADO"
"Eldorado"", published at the height of the Gold Rush,
is of the fahle type. Its twenty-four lines, conforming
to Poe's standard of length, tell of a knight who spent his
life searching for Eldorado.
The effect of the poem is that of a song celebrating
the beauty of the unattainable.
The tone is of sadness, since the Shadow assures the
knight that Eldorado is not to be found this side of
eternity and that he has spent his life in a futile search.
Poe chose a refrain for "The Raven^*^ because he had
observed how often it had been employed in the past for the
pleasure it gave of repetition of sound. He decided to
vary the application of the refrain — which had not been
done previously — to secure variance of thought without
losing the original pleasure the refrain afforded. He
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chose the sounds o and r for the refrain "'iTevermore"' "be-
cause their sonority and possibility of emphasis made for
the quality of force which the end position demanded. In
the poem under discussion the refrain turns upon the word
"^Eldorado", which contains the sounds Poe favored. The
application of the refrain is varied throughout the four
stanzas. Stanza one, for example, closes with the line
"In search of Eldorado"", explaining the quest of the knight.
Stanza two tells of his disappointment as he failed to find
a place "That looked like Eldorado". Another interesting
bit of craftsmanship similar in purpose to the refrain is
Poe»s use of the word ""shadow" in the third line of each
stanza. In stanza one the word refers to weather; in two,
to the disappointment of the knight; in three, to a ghost;
in four, to the Valley of Death. The effect of the two
devices is like a double refrain.
There is no conscription of space possible in the poem.
The nature of the poem seems to preclude Poe»s asser-
tion in ""The Raven" that he composed a final stanza to serve
as a climax to the others since the climax of this poem is
definitely established by legend.
The undercurrent of meaning of the poem is the eternal
guest of man for the unattainable. This is not brought
about by the use of figurative language within the poem but
by the allegorical nature of the poem itself.
Each stanza is composed of six lines. Lines one, two.
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four, and five consist of two feet, while three and six are
of three feet, thus securing variety in meter. Except in
stanza four the rhyming scheme of this poem is regular, in
each stanza lines one and two, and four and five rhyme in
couplets. Stanza four is defective in lines one and two
in this respect. Originality in rhyming poe uses effect-
ively here in that in each stanza he rhymes "shadow" in
line three with "Eldorado" in line six.
In every detail except conscription of space "Eldorado'^
coincides with the views expressed in "The philosophy of
Composition".
'*THE BELLS'*
This poem, inspired hy Mrs. Shew, had long been thought
of as a possible composition by Poe. Chateaubriand^ s "G^nie
du Christianisme" , a source from which Poe secured other
material, suggests the topic of bells. (14) poe also in
one of his notebooks had a clipping concerning bells from
an obscure Philadelphia newspaper. (15) From the fact that
these antecedent references had been turning over in poe»s
mind, it is seen that his composition while at Mrs. Shew^s
home was not a spontaneous creation. The early version of
eighteen lines was expanded later to about six times the
original length.
The early version contains two stanzas, the first
telling of "the merry wedding bells", the second, in con-
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trast, telling of the tolling of bells for the dead. The
expanded version depends for its effect on the ^*oy derived
by the ghouls in the crushing effect the tolling of their
king has on human hearts. This effect of ghouls coraes
directly, it would seem, from Chateaubriand. (16) The
effect of the later versions is quite different from the
simple contrast of ^oy and death of the first version.
This later effect is gained purely by the introduction of
malevolent spirits. Either the idea had not occurred to
Poe earlier or in the intervening time he had come into
touch with Chateaubriand's suggestion.
This poem of one hundred and eighteen lines can be
read at a single sitting, the length Poe considered neces-
sary to preserve unity of impression, poe's statement that
the length of a poem must be made to bear a mathematical
relation to its merit is, as has been commented on, impos-
sible to verify. This poem dealing as it does with the
effect of four different kinds of bells calls for greater
length than usual in Poe»s poems, however.
In effect the poem is musical beauty brought about
chiefly by metrical device.
The tone of the poem varies from merriment in stanza
one and happiness in stanza two to alarm and terror in stan-
zas three and four. The prevailing tone is set by the last
stanza in which the malevolent merriment the ghouls take in
ringing out unhappiness to human souls is uppermost.
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The refrain which Poe chose for the pleasure of repeti-
tion which it gave and which he varied in application to
increase the pleasure is found in "The Bells". The last
three lines of each stanza are alike, only the words apply-
ing to each of the four bells described being changed. The
sledge bells of stanza one, for example, jingle and tinkle,
while the tolling bells of stanza four moan and groan. The
refrain has the sounds of o and r employed only incidentally.
The repetend is extensively used not only for the pleasure
of repetition but also to set the mood mors emphatically.
There is no conscription of space in the poem.
The evidence of the first version of the poem in which
only the sounds of the sleigh and funeral bells were described
militates against a last stanza having been composed first to
serve as a climax for the others, the system poe stated he
used in "The Raven". The enlargement of the poem brought in
a treatment which changed the whole spirit of the poem.
The description of the bells gives a contrast in thought
and color, adding additional richness to the poem. The
sleigh bells with their silver color and note sound joyous,
while the rusty iron bells toll melancholy to the human heart.
A richness of contrast is brought about by the employ-
ment of short i^s and e's in the words employed to represent
the tinkling wedding bells, while o»s are used extensively
in the stanza describing the tolling bells to show the deep-
er, more sustained reverberation.
Stanaaic and metrical variety which Poe considered an
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easy and obvious source of originality is evidenced. The
stanzas are of fourteen, twenty-one
,
thirty-four» and forty-
nine lines respectively, increasing in length as the poem
turns from the joyous inconsequence of sleigh hells to the
meaningful menace of tolling hells. The meter of the poem
varies, suggesting the uneven rhythm of hand rung hells.
The rhyming scheme present considerable variety; there
are many identical rhymes occurring in the repetends.
The poem^s effect, tone, and means of obtaining effect,
except conscription of space, are in accordance with the
principles Poe stated in his essay.
This poem of forty-one lines falls within the limits of
a single sitting reading.
The effect of the poem is ohe kind of beauty which poe
says is of the highest type , the death of a beautiful woman
mourned by her lover whose lips are best suited to the task.
The tone is of sadness because of the separation by
death of the two lovers. Beauty at its highest excites tears,
Poe says in his essay.
The refrain, which Poe varied in "^The Raven" to add the
pleasure of variation of application of thought to the pleas-
ure inherent in repetition, is not used. Its place is taken
by the repetend which Poe used for similar reasons. An exam-
ple of its use is the lines:
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'^In her sepulchre there by the sea.
In her tomb "by the sounding sea."
The use of o and r occurring in the body of the poem is a
device used by Poe in the refrain of "The Raven" for sonor-
ity and emphasis.
There is no conscription of space.
Nothing in the poem itself shows that a concluding
stanza was written first as a climax for others written
later.
IJo figurative language is used in "Annabel Lee".
Poe employed variety in stanzaic and metrical form to
aid originality. The stanzas in '^Annabel Lee" are of six,
six, eight, six, seven, and eight lines respectively.
There is variety also in metrical form. Alliteration is
not prominent in the poem.
In effect and tone the poem conforms to poe's standards
of the highest beauty. It lacks a refrain, conscription of
space, and figurative language.
"-FOR AmUE"
»*For Annie", containing one hundred and two lines is
to be classed in length among Poe^s longer poems. It is,
of course, of such a length as to be read at a single sit-
ting.
As has been commented on before, there is no way in
which Poe's statement in "The Raven" that length depends
on the poetical effect a poem can induce can be checked.
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The effect of the poem is a curious beauty. Poe denies
all love and in the same breath confesses more or less
unconsciously his passionate love for Annie. The dreamy
measure of the poem makes it a strange dirge -lullaby
.
The tone of the poem, concerned as it is with death,
is sadness. It is relieved by the poet»s joy in the love
of Annie which he represents as passionless but which assur-
edly springs from the ^^napthaline river of passion acoiirst"^.
Although the refrain is not employed in '^For Annie"^,
the repetend occurs at the end of each stanza, as, for exam-
ple, in stanza ten:
^A rosemary odor.
Commingled with pansies.
With rue and the beautiful
Puritan pansies.""
It secures variance of thought with the pleasure of repeti-
tion for which Poe chose the refrain. The sounds of o and
r are not especially prominent in the poem.
There is no conscription of space nor any indication
that one stanza was composed first so as to form a climax
for the others.
The reference throughout to death gives an undercurrent
of meaning to the poem not explicitly set forth in the text.
Stanzaic arrangement and meter Poe considered fertile
sources for gaining originality since they had not been
experimented v/ith in centuries. Stanzas in this poem vary
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from six to ten lines in length. The meter in general is a
combination of iambic and anapestic feet plus many feminine
endings. The odd lines of the poem are rhymed. In each
stanza the repetend rhymes identically.
**For Annie" is a poem in which the technical means of
getting effect conform to those mentioned in the essay.
The effect and tone — while not arising from the type of
beauty which Poe considered highest — are nevertheless of
beauty and a strange mixture of sadness and joy.
» A DKSm WITHIIT A DREALl"
This is to be classed among Poe's shorter poems, being
of twenty-four lines. It, of course, fulfills Poe»s state-
ment that a poem should be capable of being read at a single
sitting.
The effect Poe undoubtedly intended her is beauty. In
talking of tone he says that he chose a tone of sadness for
"The Raven" since beauty at its highest excites tears.
Throughout the poem there is the sadness of frustration of
hope and of life's unreality.
Each of the two stanzas closes with a refrain. In stan-
za one
:
^AXl that we see or seem
Is but a dream within a dream^
In stanza two the refrain is slightly varied in accordance
with Poe*s theory that variance of thought adds to the pleas-
ure inherent in the repetition of sound.
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In ^Hhe Raven"" Poe used the sounds o and r in the
refrain '^Nevermore" to get the q.uality of force which their
sonority and possibility of emphasis give to the end posi-
tion in the stanza. In '^A Dream within a Dream'*, however,
the sound o does not occur and r only incidentally in the
words of the title.
There is no conscription of space which poe employed
in '*The Raven"^ to focus attention sharply upon the poem.
There is no evidence in the poem itself to shov/ that
a final part was written first so that the rest of the poem
might lead up to the climax it provided. TTegative evidence,
on the other hand, shows that such a method was not followed
in this particular poem. There is contained in the prior
edition of the poem proof of this point. The first version
is hardly recognizable in either thought or development,
while the second, part of which was incorporated in some
editions of "Tamerlane'*, while recognizable, has not the
same coherence and central idea, "^Irene" and "The City in
the Sea** are examples of Poe's revised poetry which contain
not only the germs of the original but also many of the
lines. This poem, sharply deviating in this respect from
Poe's norm, is evidence that a definite climax was not early
established.
Poe in his essay spoke of using in ""The Raven** figura-
tive language to develop an undercurrent of meaning to the
poem. In this poem the figure he chooses is strikingly
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appropriate to the spirit of the poem. Poe pictures himself
as standing on a surf-tormented'^ shore holding in his hand
grains of sand which slowly escape. The sand represents his
hopes and dreams which the bigger dream called life relent-
lessly and inevitably takes from him.
Poe secured variety in stanzaic form by having stanza
one composed of eleven lines while stanza two contains fif-
teen. The meter also shows variety, several lines as one,
two, five, and six being introduced by spondees.
The poem has beauty as its effect, though not the kind
of beauty which Poe considers of the highest poetic merit.
Its tone is of sadness. The refrain and variety in stanzaic
form and meter are employed.
"EULALIE^
"iralalie", a poem of twenty-one lines, conforms to
Poe's theory that a poem should be short enough to be read
at a single sitting.
The effect of the poem is the calm beauty brought by
joy. Here in contrast with Poe's favorite theme and the one
he considered the most poetic, he celebrates the ^oy which
the marriage to Sulalie brings him. It is the only poem
concerned with a beautiful woman in which the topic is not
death.
Poe calls sadness the most poetic tone, since beauty
at its highest excites tears. The tone of ^'^Eulalie"^ is not
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sadness, but joy. Therefore this poem does not conform to
Poe*s theory in this respect.
One of the means Poe used to heighten the effect of his
poems was the refrain which he had observed was universally
popular. He used a combination of variety of application
of thought and the refrain to secure the pleasure inherent
in the repetition of sound. '*^Eulalie" has no refrain, but
its place is taken by a repetend occurring at the end of
each stanza. An exara.ple of his use of this device is:
"Till the fair and gentle Eulalie became my blushing
bride
,
Till the yellow-haired young Eulalie became my
smiling bride,"
It will be observed that in this repetend the sound o is
not represented and r but slightly.
There is no conscription of space in the poem.
It is not possible to decide whether the last stanza
was written first to serve as a climax for the others.
The only bit of figurative language is used at the
beginning of the poem in the line '^my soul was a stagnant
tide"". Poe claimed in the discussion of "The Raven"" that
his limited use of figurative language at the end of the
poem gave an undercurrent of meaning to it. This state-
ment cannot apply here.
In stanzaic form and meter Poe employed variety which
he said was an easy source of originality. Stanza one con-
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sists of five lines and stanzas two and three of eight lines
each. Lines one and two contain tv/o feet, line three con-
tains three, and lines four and five, seven each. Stanzas
two and three vary from this only in the insertion after
line three of three additional lines following the same
metric pattern as the first three lines in stanza one. The
rhyming scheme in stanza two rhymes the first two lines, the
third and sixth, and the fourth and fifth, with an identi-
cal rhyme in lines seven and eight. The stanzaic arrange-
ment and meter definitely show Poe's care for these details.
The poem conforms in effect, stanzaic form, and meter
to the principles of the essay. In tone, refrain, and use
of figurative language to give an undercurrent of meaning
it does not conform.
'^TAimiLANE''
This poem of two hundred and forty-two lines conforms
to Poe's theory that a poem should he short enough to be
read at a single sitting. It does not seem, however, that
its length depends on the poetical effect it can induce
since the theme could "be adeq^uately expressed in "briefer
form. The unusual length of this poem does not mean that
it is of unusual merit, Poe's statement that a poem "must
"be made to bear mathematical relation to its merit^ not
being applicable here.
The theme is that great power attained by ambition and
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the consequent crushing of obstacles in its path is an
empty thing when at last attained. Tamerlane feels he would
have been far happier if he had remained in his mountain
home content with the love of his childhood sweetheart.
The death of a beautiful woman mourned by her lover,
the topic Poe calls the most poetical in the world, is
siiggested by Tamerlane's finding on visiting the old home
of his childhood sweetheart that no one he had known now
lived there.
The tone of the poem is of frustration, it is the
personal sadness of a disappointed hero who finds that the
prize he so eagerly sought is without value and that in the
pursuit he has disregarded love, the prize he thinks would
not have failed him. In tone, therefore, the poem does not
conform to Poe's statement that the tone of "^The Raven"^ is
sadness since beauty at its highest suggests tears.
There is no refrain in the poem.
The setting chosen is the death chamber of Tamerlane
in which a priest is present to hear his confession. The
room is not described as is the chamber in "The Raven"" in
which Poe used conscription of space to focus attention
sharply upon the story. The somewhat incidental reference
to Tamerlane's death chamber, then, does not serve the same
purpose as does the chamber in "^The Raven"".
There is no evidence in the poem itself to show that
Poe composed one stanza first to serve as a climax toward
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which the others should lead.
In accordance with Poe^s theory that variation is an
easy and obvious source of originality the stanzas of
"Tamerlane" vary in the number of lines. The metrical
arrangement varies also to aid in originality. The rhyme
scheme is somewhat complicated and presents many instances
of faulty rhyming.
The poem does not conform to Poe's idea of highest
beauty, the domain of poetry. Its tone, while sad, does
not spring from the same source as that of "The Raven".
There is no refrain, no conscription of space, or undercur-
rent of meaning brought about by the use of figurative
language. The principles of "The Philosophy of Composition"
cannot be applied to it.
"TO SCIENCE"
"To Science"", a sonnet, conforms to Poe's standard
that a poem should be short enough to be read at a single
sitting. The arbitrary form taken precludes Investigation
of whether Poe worked out mathematically the effect to be
produced.
Poe stated that beauty appeals to the soul, truth to
the mind, and passion to the heart. Beauty, he said, was
the province of poetry, truth and passion that of prose.
In this poem, however, the subject appeals to the mind,
beauty being here subordinated to truth. The subject of the
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sonnet is the tendency of science to cut off the poet from
the field of imagination.
The tone is of thoughtfulness and meditation.
There is, naturally, no refrain in this poem, in '^The
Raven*^ Poe used o*s and r's in the refrain for sonority
and their possibility of emphasis. In this poem it is inter
esting to note that o*s are not prominent throughout the
body of the poem, as they are in most of Poe's poems, but
that r's predominate. The last two lines illustrate not
only the use of r but also alliteration:
"The Elfin from the green grass, and from me
The summer dream beneath the tamarind -tree?"
There is no conscription of spaoe or any indication
that the last lines of the sonnet were composed first so
as to form a climax for the rest.
The only bit of figurative language used here outside
of the personification of science is in line four in which
science is addressed as "Yulture, whose wings are dull
realities"". This line gives an undercurrent of meaning to
the poem.
Since the poem is of one stanza, there is no possi-
bility of stanzaic variation. The meter is not unusual.
The rhyme scheme does not conform to the pattern of a
Shakespearean sonnet. There are defective rhymes, such as
""eyes realities", and "wood .. flood".
The theories of "The Philosophy of Composition" are
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therefore not applicable to the sonnet "To Science".
^THE LAKE: TO "
This tv/enty-three line poem falls within the limits of
a single sitting reading, the length which Poe considered
vital for conserving the unity of impression. poe*s state-
ment that a poem "must be made to bear a mathematical rela-
tion to its merit" is impossible to check since such a
statement necessarily was a purely subjective one on poe»s
part. We have only his statement in "Hawthorne »s Twice-
Told Tales" that a poem which is too short may produce a
vivid but not lasting impression to compare with the state-
ment in "The Philosophy of Composition". Neither sheds
much light on the matter of length.
The poem treats of beauty, which Poe says is the pro-
vince of poetry. The beauty treated is the weird beauty of
melancholy, not the death of a beautiful woman mourned by
her lover which, Poe declared, is the most poetical topic
in the world.
The tone is of morbid melancholy, Poe^s dictum that
the tone of "The Raven" is sadness since beauty at its high-
est excites tears does not fit this poem because its melan-
choly mood is psychologically not of the type to arouse
tears.
There is no true refrain in the poem although the
closing lines of stanzas two and four suggest one. It will
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t)e noted that, though the letter? o does not appear in the
semi -refrain, it does appear in the body of the poem in
such lines as, ''^So lovely was the loneliness".
There is no conscription of space in the sense intended
in ^The Raven" in which the lover »s room was chosen. This
conscription Poe tells us he used to focus attention sharp-
ly. The first stanza, however, does focus attention sharply
upon the wild lake bordered with, black rocks and tall pines.
There is no evidence in the poem itself that a stanza
to be used as a climax was composed first.
The terror of the lake at night is brought out by the
contrast between stanzas one and two. In stanza one the
loneliness of the lake is described as lovely, its wild
beauty bounded by black rocks. There is no element of ter-
ror involved. In stanza two the words are chosen to give an
atmosphere of terror — night casts her pall upon the lake,
the wind is ghastly and sings a dirge-like melody.
Figures are used sparsely in the poem. While they add
richness, they do not give any undercurrent of meaning.
The arrangement of the three stanzas — six, eleven,
and six lines each — gives variety. The metrical arrange-
ment, especially of stanzas two and three, adds to the
originality created by variety. The rhyming scheme shows -
defects characteristic of Poe^s work.
The poem does not conform in effect or in tone to the
highest beauty of which Poe speaks in the discussion of ""The
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Raven'*, There is no refrain nor is there the use of fig-
urative language to convey an undercurrent of meaning, in
stanzaic and metrical pattern the poem conforms to Poe^s
theories. In general, the poem does not exemplify his
poetical ideas.
"^Silence"", a sonnet, conforms to poe^s theory that a
poem should be short enoijgh to be read at a single sitting
in order that the unity of impression may be preserved.
The arbitrary form chosen precludes Poe^s statement that
length depends upon the poetical effect a poem can induce
being taken seriously, as obviously the theory cannot be
tested here.
The sonnet, using Poe^s statement that beauty appeals
to the soul, truth to the mind, and passion to the heart,
treats of beauty in that it appeals to the soul. The effect
sought is the terror induced by the second quality of sil-
ence — silence of soul.
The tone of the poem is morbid. Sadness, as such,
which Poe says is ezcited by beauty at its highest, is pre-
sent in this poem but it is overshadowed by morbid terror.
There is no refrain in the poem. 0 and r which poe
used in the refrain of "^ITevermore" in "The Raven" are used
here to give sonority. The use of these letters is seen
in the lines:
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'^Body and soul. One dwells in lonely places
Fewly with grass overgrown; some solemn graces'^
The theory of conscription of space cannot be applied
to this poem.
There is no evidence in the poem itself to prove that
one part was written first to which the rest must lead as
to a climax.
The sonnet is unusual in that it contains fifteen
lines and that its rhyming scheme is unconventional. These
features give the variety which Poe says is an easy source
of originality.
The sonnet agrees in length with Poe*s beliefs, but
not in tone, effect, or, with the exception of stanzaic and
metrical pattern, in the means of obtaining effect.
"ISRAFEL""
*Israfel, a poem of fifty-one lines, conforms to poe's
standard of length.
The effect of the poem is lyric beauty. Beauty, poe
says, is the province of poetry and of universal appeal.
To the joy and ecstasy experienced by the angels and
stars at the songs of the angel ""Israfel'^ who sings "so
wildly well", Poe adds the tone of sadness of the earth-
born poet who laments that mortal melodies do not give him
a chance to sing as Israfel does. He ends on the note that,
if places were exchanged, the earth-born poet might sing
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with bolder notes from his lyre within the sky.
There is no refrain in ""Israfel". It is noticeable in
this poem that the use of o and r, which Poe used in the
refrain of ""The Raven", is not extensive.
There is no conscription of space, a device which poe
tells us he used to focus attention sharply, as a frame
fOGusses attention upon the picture it encloses.
The personal note so strongly emphasized in this poem
would indicate that possibly Poe composed his final stanza
to serve as a climax for the poem before he wrote the preced-
ing stanzas. In this stanza he tells us that if he could
take Israfel's place in the sky, he might sing a bolder note
while Israfel '^might not sing so wildly well a mortal melody^.
Stanzas one and two tell us that tho stars and moon pause
enchanted by the song of Israfel, "whose heart-strings are
a lute"^. The beauty of his song is due to these living
strings, the angels say, but Poe in stanza three tells us
that Israfel sings in heaven "where deep thoughts are a
duty^. In stanzas five and six we are prepared for the
close of the poem, Israfel despises an unimpassioned song,
but Poe says the ecstasies in heaven are of a mold to suit
the song of Israfel. In earth below, stanza seven tells us,
such perfection is lacking and therefore Israfel, who sings
so well in heaven, might not sing so well on earth.
Figurative language which Poe tells us in "The philoso-
phy of Composition" that he used to give an undercurrent
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of meaning to a poem is absent here.
Stanzaic pattern and metrical arrangement which poe
considered an easy and obvious means of obtaining origi-
nality are well illustrated here. The stanzas are grouped
in lines of seven, eight, seven, six, six, five, five, and
seven. The stanzas for the most part follow the division
of thought, stanza one introducing Israfel, stanza two speak
ing of the effect of his song upon the moon and stars, and
stanza three giving the reason for the fire of his songs.
The metric pattern in this poem is highly original.
The last stanza illustrates the crescendo and diminuendo of
a song.
The effect of the poem is beauty, the tone, sadness,
but these are not concerned with the highest type of beauty
as defined in ^The Philosophy of Composition". "Israfel^
laclcs refrain, conscription of space, and figurative lan-
guage which is used at the end of the poem to point a moral.
It is possible that the concluding stanza was written first
as a climax to the poem. In general, the poem does not
conform to Poe*s theories.
^TO HELEN"
"To Helen", a poem of fifteen lines, conforms to Poe»s
theory that a poem must be capable of being read at a single
sitting.
The effect of the poem is of q.uiet beauty — which, poe
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said, is the province of poetry. The tone of the poem is
quiet ^oyousness — a lyric note is struck in praise of
beauty. In dealing with beauty, which appeals to the soul,
Poe says the death of a beautiful woman mourned by her lover
is the most poetical topic in the world. This poem, there-
fore, fudged by his own standard falls short. The tone,
too, does not fit in with his theory in '^The Raven" that
sadness is the highest poetical tone, since beauty at its
highest excites tears.
There is no refrain in "^To Helen". There is, however,
a deft use of the sounds o and r which Poe chose for the
refrain of ''The Raven"^ because of their sonority and possi-
bility of emphasis. Poe*s use of alliteration, which he
employed to aid effect, is also illustrated in the poem.
These three points are seen in the line, "^The weary, wayworn
wanderer bore^.
There is no conscription of space.
There is absolutely nothing in the poem to indicate
that the last stanza was written beforehand to serve as a
climax to which the other stanzas should approach. On the
contrary, the last stanza is inferior in poetic merit to the
first two and serves almost as an ant i -climax.
In the discussion of **The Raven^ poe stated that a
limited use of figurative language gave richness and an
undercurrent of meaning, or moral, to a poem, and that, on
the other hand, an excess of figurative language turned
poetry into prose. In this connection it is interesting to
note that this short poem contains more figurative language
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than longer poems of Poe^s later composition. The whole
first stanza is a simile in which the effect of Helenas
beauty on Poe is compared to a TTicaean bark bearing a weary
traveller over perfumed waters to his native land. Stanza
two contains the figures '^hyacinth hair", and "Naiad airs";
stanza three, "statue -like". In addition Helen is apostro-
phized as Psyche. Poe^s own usage disproves in this poem
his theory that an excessive use of figures turns poetry
into prose. These figures do not give any undercurrent of
meaning, or moral, to the poem.
The arrangement of verses into stanzas of five lines
each is an indication of variety, which, Poe tells us, is
an easy source of originality untapped for centuries. The
rhyme scheme is not well conceived — its irregularity add-
ing nothing to the poem.
Variety in metric form is secured by having the conclud-
ing lines of each stanza of fewer feet.
The poem conforms in effect, stanzaic and metrical
arrangement. It does not agree in tone, has no refrain, no
conscription of space , or limited use of figurative language
to point a moral. In general, therefore, this poem does not
conform.
"THE CITY IIT THE SEA"
This poem of fifty-three lines conforms to Poe's theory
that a poem must be capable of being read at a single sitting
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in order zo preserve unity of impression,
''The City in the Sea^ does not deal with the death of
a beautiful woman, which, Poe tells us, is the most poetical
topic in the world, but the effect of the poem is beauty.
It is a weird, somnolent beauty — a turreted city, hidden
under motionless, melancholy waters, ruled by Death.
The tone is sadness, the city lying resignedly beneath
the melancholy sea forgotten even by the lifting waters.
Death, from a proud tower in the town, looks down upon the
scene.
The poem does not utilize the means of getting effect
which Poe tells us he employed in "The Raven?. There is no
refrain, no conscription of space. ITo evidence in the poem
itself points to the composition of the last stanza first
so as to form a climax to the others.
A detail which adds to the effect of weird beauty is
the light from the lurid sea which streams up the turrets.
The utter q.uiet of the water adds to the unnatural atmos-
phere of Death's domain in the sea.
Poe said he limited the use of figurative language he
employed, as, while an excess of figurative language turns
poetry into prose, figures well used give an undercurrent
of meaning, or moral, to the poem. In "The City in the Sea"
no such use is to be observed. Death, to be sure, is per-
sonified, but this adds nothing to the moral of the poem.
The most effective figures in the poem, "The hours are
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breathing soft and low"" adds notMng to the undercurrent of
meaning of the poem.
The stanzaic arrangement does give variety to the poem.
The second, fourth, and fifth stanzas are of twelve lines
each, the first of eleven, the third of six lines. There
is nothing unusual in the meter of the poem. Alliteration,
which Poe used to help variety in stanzaic form, is to be
seen in such lines as, "The viol, the violet, and the vinc^.
The rhyming scheme, since the stanzas are of unusual lengths,
shows variety. Even in stanzas of even length, however,
the rhyming scheme is not the same* This seems rather Poe's
tendency toward lack of care in such details than a care-
fully worked out scheme to give variety. Various defective
rhymes, such as "given, • .Heaven" , are to be observed.
This poem conforms in length, tone, and stanzaic and
metrical form. There is no refrain, no conscription of
space, no use of figurative language to give an undercurrent
of meaning.
'^HE COLISEUM"
"^The Coliseum'^ a poem of forty-six lines, falls within
the limits of reading at a single sitting.
The effect sought by the poem is the endurance of influ-
ence of a dead glory. The poem does not celebrate the death
of a beautiful woman mourned by her lover, the topic poe con-
sidered the most poetical in the world. Therefore, according
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to Poe*s standard, this poem falls short of the highest
"beauty.
The tone of the poem is not sadness — the highest
tone to Poe — but triumph. Amid the decay and ruin of the
Coliseum are memories of the glorious past of Rome, memo-
ries which '*rule with a despotic sway all giant minds'^.
There is no refrain in the poem, but throughout the
sounds of o and r are prominent, sounds which Poe chose for
the refrain of "The Raven"" because of their sonority and
possibility of emphasis. An example of this tendency is
the line, "Here, where on golden throne the monarch lolled".
There Is, of course, definite conscription of space \
in that the interest is focussed sharply upon the Coliseum.
As has been commented on, there is no way of determin-
ing whether the last stanza may have been composed first
so as to form a climax for the others.
There is no figurative language employed in the poem,
though allusions are present.
The stanzas, arranged in groups of nine, seven, nine,
seven, and fourteen lines, give variety in form. The lines
are blanfc verse, unusual for Poe to use, with an occasional
feminine ending. Variety in stanza and meter Poe considered
an easy source of originality and one untapped for centu-
ries. Alliteration, which Poe used as an aid to variety
in stanzaic form, is present in such lines as, "ii!y very
soul thy grandeur, gloom, and glory "^.
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This poem does not conform to the tenets in effect, tone,
or in means of getting effect, except with regard to stanza
and meter. Consequently it is not in the group of poems
following strictly the principles laid down in "The philos-
ophy of Composition"^.
"THE HAUNTED PALACE"
Poe*s statement that a poem should "be short enough to
be read at a single sitting is again supported by his prac-
tice in this poem, which consists of forty lines.
The poem in Poe»s own words is the picture of a de-
ranged mind, the haunted palace. (17) The effect sought
is the contrast between the well-ordered mind of the first
four stanzas and the madness overtaking it in the last two.
The joy of the first part is in sharp contrast with the
melancholy disorder of the end of the poem. This work does
not conform in topic to that v/hich Poe considered the most
poetical in the world.
Allen says the poem reflects Poe's knowledge of his
mental condition and its possible outcome. (18)
The predominating tone of the poem is horror.
There is no refrain in the poem.
Attention is focussed upon the palace by every detail
bearing upon it, but there is no definite conscription of
space in the sense meant in the discussion of "The Raven"
in which the chamber of the bereaved lover is chosen in
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order to focus attention sharply.
There is no evidence that one stanza was composed first
to serve as a climax for the others.
The whole poem is an allegory — the ha-anted palace
t)eing, as noted above, a deranged mind. The details of the
poem carry out the allegory well. The **red-litten windows'^
of the palace represent the red eyes of the mentally deranged
and the pale door through which a hideous throng rushes out
laughing is the colorless lips through which come the hide-
ous thoughts and maniacal laughter of insanity.
Poe sought variety in stanzaic and metrical arrangement
"because he considered it an easy source of originality.
The stanzaic arrangement in the poem is regular, each stanza
consisting of eight lines. Variety in meter occurs. The
first twelve lines of the poem are trochaic while the rest
of the poem is chiefly daotyllic. The sixth line of each
stanza contains but two feet, while the other lines contain
four. Alliteration, though occurring, is not marked.
The poem, then, does not conform in effect or tone to
the standard set by Foe. Figurative language and metrical
variety follow the means of obtaining effect set in the
essay.
"THE CONQUEROR WOR}.I»
This poem of forty lines falls well within the limits
of reading at a single sitting.
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The effect is the horror of the drama of man. Man, a
mere puppet in the hands of "^vast formless things"", chases
a phantom which can never be seized, returning ever to the
spot from which he started. Death, as the Conqueror '.Yorm,
devours man while an angel throng weeps helplessly at the
tragedy. The effect of the poem is certainly not beauty.
The power of the poem is great, but it is of a morbid kind.
The tone of the poem is of despair — the efforts of
man to understand the ever-eluding Phantom of Life result-
ing ever in his destruction.
There is no refrain in the poem. The use of o and r
sounds, though marked, is not so persistent as in the
majority of Poe's poems.
There is no conscription of space possible because of
the theme. Nor is there any evidence in the poem to show
that one portion was composed first to serve as a climax
for the rest.
The whole poem is an allegory, as is '^The Haunted Pal-
ace"". The extended figure used her to give an undercurrent
of meaning is effective.
Poe said that he used variety in stanzaic form and
meter, aiding these by alliteration and rhyme, to secure
an easy source of originality, untapped for centuries.
The stanzas in this poem are of eight lines each. The meter
is varied, the first stanza, for example, being iambic and
the last, anapestic. The feet in the lines vary, the aver-
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line containing four. There is no set pattern for the occur-
rence of trimeter lines or for metric pattern, each stanza
being a law unto itself.
Alliteration is employed in such lines as, "And much
of Madness and more of Sin". The rhyming scheme in general
is regular, the irregularities being due to Poe»s tendency
toward defective rhymes.
This poem does not coincide with the standards set by
"^The Philosophy of Composition" in effect, tone, or, in
general, means of obtaining effect,
"AL AARAAF"
"Al Aaraaf" is called by Stedman "that not uninelodious
but inchoate attempt to create a love-legend in verse". (19)
In length it consists of four hundred and sixty-two
lines, the longest of Poe*s poems. It, of course, can be
read at a single sitting. The poetic merit of the poem —
lovely as individual lines are — certainly is not so great
as to justify its length, at least two hundred lines long-
er than even "Tamerlane".
The effect of the poem is a somewhat incoherent beauty,
which, however, comes from the beauty of sections and lines
rather than a clear cut building up of a definite effect.
The lyric tone of the poem introduces no note of sad-
ness, which Poe considered the note of highest beauty.
There is no refrain, nor any conscription of space.
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which, indeed, is limitless.
It cannot be determined from the poem that the con-
cluding stanza was composed first so as to serve as a cli-
max for the stanzas written later.
Poe in his essay said he used details to give an ele-
ment of contrast in thought and color. "Al Aaraaf" is so
filled with details that contrast is rather lost sight of.
Figurative language is not used to give an undercurrent
of meaning, or moral, to the poem.
There is variety in stanzaic and metrical arrangement,
the different sections of the poem being in different meter
and having varying rhyme schemes.
The poem does not conform in total effect, tone, refrain,
conscription of space, or use of figurative language. It
does give variety in metrical and stanzaic arrangement.
GOITCLTJSIOir
In the following table by setting is meant the con-
scription of space spoken of in the essay. Climax deals
with the statement that a final stanza was written first as
a climax for the stanzas composed later. Figures covers
the use of figurative language near the end of the poem to
convey an undercurrent of meaning, or moral, to the poem.
Variety covers stanzaic and metrical originality according
to the standards of the essay.
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Title Length Effect Tone Refrain 0 and r
Sounds
Repet
''Bridal
Ballad''
31 Beauty Sadness Yes No No
""Dream-
land*'
56 Beauty Sadness Yes Yes
*'The Sleep-
er"
59 Beauty Sadne ss iro Yes Yes
^Lenore" ai Beauty Sadness No Yes Yes
"To Zante'' 14 Beauty Sadness Ho Yes No
"Annabel
Lee"^
41 Beauty Sadne ss No Yes Yes
'njlal\ame"' 94 Beauty Sadne ss Yes Yes Yes
"Talley of
Unrest"
Z7 Beauty Sadness iro Yes Yes
"Eldorado" 2A Beauty Sadness Yes Yes Yes
"The Bells" 118 Beauty Sadness Yes SO Yes
"For Annie" loa Beauty Sadness
and ^oy
Yes 3J0 Yes
"A Dream
within a
Dream"
a4 Beauty Sadness Yes ]fo NO
"Bolalie" El Beauty Joy Yes NO Yes
"Tamerlane" a4a Frustra-
tion
- Sadness Ho 90 HO
"To Sci-
ence"
14 Truth Meditation No NO ]fo
"The Lake" 23 Beauty Sadness X C i> no
"Silence" 15 Beauty Morbidity NO Yes NO
"Israfel" 51 Beauty Sadness No NO ]fo
"To Helen" 15 Beauty joy No Yes iro
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Title Setting Climax Figures variety
^Bridal No
Ballad"-
"Dreamland'* Yea
'*The Sleeper" Yes
'^Lenore" ITo
"To Zante" No
"AnnalDel Lee" No
"TJlaliime" Yes
"The Valley of
Unrest" No
"Eldorado" No
"The Bells" No
"For Annie" No
"A Dream with- No
in a Dream**
"Bolalie" No
"Tamerlane" No
"To Science" No
"The Lake" No
"Silence" No
"Israfel" No
"To Helen" No
"The City in
the Sea" No
"The Coliseum" Yes
"The Haunted
Palace" Yes
Yes
No
?
TSio
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
m
No
No
No
No
Ho
No
HO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
Implied
NO
Implied
NO
Implied
Yes
NO
NO
Yes
No
NO
No
No
No
NO
Allegory
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Meter
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Meter
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Title Length Effect Tone Refrain 0 and r Repetend
Sounds
'TJhe City in 53
the Sea**
'Tlhe Coli- 4S
^The Haunted 40
Palace'*
''The Conq^ueror 40
•ATorm'*
'^Al Aaraaf '^ 46a
Beauty Sadness
Endurance Triumph
of glory
Ominous
beauty
Ominous
beauty
Horror
Despair
Incoherent Lyric
beauty ^oy
NO
ITo
No
Ho
HO
Yes
No
Some
No
NO
No
No
NO
NO
Title Setting Climax Figures Tariety
•^The Con^Lueror Yes No Allegory Meter
Worm"
^'Al Aaraaf* Yes No Excess Yes
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Comparing the results of the table we find the following
facts concerning the poems covered by this paper.
Twenty-one of the poems have as their effect beauty in
various ways from the joyous beauty of '^Ealalie"" to the omin-
ous beauty of 'The Conqueror Worm". Beauty, which Poe said
appealed to the soul as contrasted with passion appealing
to the heart and truth to the mind, is a very elastic term.
'*^To Science", ^The ColiseTim", and "Tamerlane'^ appeal to the
mind in the sense in which Poe used truth. The last two
contain a somewhat didactic idea, in opposition to the body
of Poe's poems which have no such element.
In length all the poems conform to Poe»s statement that
poems should be short enoiigh to be read at a single sitting.
Leaving out of consideration the two long poems and the
three sonnets, we find that the poems vary from the fifteen
lines of "To Helen" to the one hundred and eighteen lines
of "^The Bells". The average length of these poems is forty
lines.
When the question of length being proportional to the
poetic merit of the poem is considered, it is impossible
to make a decision. The poems dealing with the theme poe
considered the most poetic vary from fourteen to fifty-nine
lines.
In tone the majority of Poe's poems are sad. This
emotion runs between the sadness of frustration to that
which he calls of the highest type, the emotion caused by
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the death of a beautiful woman. Certain of his poems portray
another emotion than sadness primarily. "Bulalie" shows
^oy; "For Annie", an equally "balanced combination of sorrow
and ^oy; "To Science", meditation; "The Coliseum", triumph;
"Silence" and "The Haunted palace", horror. The tone of
'^Al Aaraaf" on the whole is a kind of lyric joy, but it is
very difficult to classify.
Five poems only have refrains; ten have repetends;
three have both refrains and repetends. Only one poem has
the combination of o and r in the refrain itself. Eleven
poems have these sounds decidedly in the body of the poems
themselves, while three more have one sound featured promi-
nently.
Four poems have conscription of space, a device poe
used to focus attention more sharply.
In regard to the composition of a concluding stanza
first to serve as a climax for the others written later,
in the case of one poem this seems true. In four others
it seems possible. The difficulties of making any final
judgment in this question have been earlier called to atten-
tion.
Poe said that he used figurative language at the end of
"^The Raven" to give an undercurrent of meaning, or moral,
to the poem. In two poems such use occurs. Four others are
allegorical in nature so that such an undercurrent is present.
In stanzaic arrangement only five show no variety, in
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meter two are perfectly regular while all the rest show the
variety which Poe sought as an easy and obvious source of
originality.
In coming to a careful consideration of the five poems
dealing with the theme treated in "The Raven'^ which poe con-
sidered the most poetical, we find the following facts.
We should e:^ect to find these poems following the princi-
ples laid down in the discussion of "The Raven" very closely,
but such is not the case. These five have beauty as their
effect and sadness as their tone, but in the means of ob-
taining their effect they vary widely. "Bridal Ballad" is
the only one to have a refrain. "The Sleeper", "Lenore",
and "Annabel Lee" have the repetend. "To zante" has neither.
"Bridal Ballad" alone uses conscription of space to
serve to focus attention more sharply.
It is possible that "The Sleeper", '^Bridal Ballad",
and "To Zante" had a concluding stanza or line written first
as a climax, but there can be no proof of this.
Hone uses figurative language to convey an undercur-
rent of meaning, or moral, to the poem.
"To Zante", a sonnet, is the only one of the five which
shows no variation in metrical and stanzaic pattern, a
device Poe used because it was an easy and obvious source
of originality.
Five of the latest of Poe»s poems conform fairly close-
ly to the standards set in "The Philosophy of Composition".
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That a concluding stanza was written first to serve as a
climax is not discussed for reasons noted previously.
^XJlalume" agrees in every detail.
'^Eldorado'' agrees in all but conscription of space.
The stanzas are of equal length, "but the meter is varied.
"The Bells" and "Annabel Lee" have a repetend instead
of a refrain. They have no conscription of space , nor any
use of figurative language to introduce an underc\irrent
of meaning, "For Annie" has a tone equally divided between
^oy and sadness. There is an implied undercurrent of mean-
ing.
The study of the poems "brings these general conclusions.
Poe sought beauty as the effect of his poems. He assisted
this in practically all his poems by a metrical arrangement,
aided by variety in stanzas, which added artistry.
The tone of his poems is usually sadness. A great deal
of this is due to Poe*s own temperament which led him to
choose subjects involving death, deeay, and morbid states
such as the world of melancholy dreams.
The refrain and the repetend are essentially devices
employed late in his poetic career. Y/hen the result obtained
is rich, it almost invariably is found that the poem was
composed or revised late.
Conscription of space is a device used in "The Raven"
which applies well onl^- in this particular poem.
Although no proof is possible, it is the present
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writer's opinion that Poe did not customarily compose con-
cluding stanzas to his poems hefore he started actual com-
position.
The use of figurative language to point a moral is
limited to '^The Raven" and not too well sustained there.
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HDTES
1. Margaret Alterton, ""Origins of Foe's Critical TheoryT
2. "Broadway Journal", vol. 1» p, 349
3. "Poe's stories likewise proved him to be a student of
foreign magazines.'^ Alterton, "Origins of Poe»s Criti-
cal Theory"", p. 10
4. ''It is my design to render it manifest that no one point
in its composition is referable either to accident or
intuition; that the work proceeded, step by step, to
its completion with the precision and rigid consequence
of a mathematical problem." Poe , "The Philosophy of
Composition'*.
5. '^Current literary criticism was doubtlesL? one source
from which Poe- drew the idea that philosophy was an
important factor in attaining excellence in writing."
Alterton, "^Origins of Poe's Critical Theory""
6. "Such critical dicta then, as Poe gives for the guidance
of poets in 'The Philosophy of Composition' , and of
writers of the short story in the review of Hawthorne's
'Tales', could not have been merely exaggerated state-
ments detailed at the end of some finished product,
either poem or story, merely to describe as an after-
thought, methods he had used unconsciously. On the
contrary, we have seen that his ideas had a long period
growth, that they began in the early days of his study
of the British periodicals, and that they passed through
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other and varying influences, — law, the drama and
fine arts, philosophy, and science, — each of which
added to them richness and depth of meaning. Moreover,
Poe was forever conscious of his method. '^
Alterton, p. 185
7. Paul Elmer More, ""The Origins of Hawthorne and Poe'^,
pp. 51-70, Shelhurne Essays
8. ^Conscious logical analysis was present with him through-
out the whole work of composition to an abnormal degree,
now preceding, now accompanying, now following the more
inscrutable suggestions of the creative faculty." Ibid.
9. Joseph Wood Krutch, "Edgar Allan Poe"
10. '^There are a priori objections to the belief that in
general artistic works are created thus, but there is
no writer who ever lived who seems less likely than
Poe to have created in this way.** Ibid., p, 113
11. '^^The Philosophy of Composition* is rather a highly
ingenious exercise in the art of rationalization than
literary criticism in the ordinary sense. Ibid,, p,98
IE. Paul Elmer li^ore, "The Origins of Hawthorne and poe"
13. Edmund Clarence Stedman, Introduction to Vol. X, "Works
of Edgar Allan Poe", Edmund Clarence Stedman and George
Woodberry, editors.
14. "This poem, as "The Bells", was suggested to Poe by
Chateaubriand's »Itineraire de Paris a Jerusalem'",
p. 15. Ibid,, Vol. X, p. 178
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15. Hervey Allen, ^Israfel'^ p. 748
16. ^11 nous semble que si nous etions poete nous ne
dedaigerions point cette cloche agit^e par les fan-
tomes dans la vielle ohapelle de la foret", etc.
Q,uoted from Stedraan and Woodberry, Yol. X, pp. 188-189
17. "Significantly enough, Poe remarks to Griswold that
'by the '^Haunted Palace'* I meant to imply a mind
haunted by phantoms — disordered brain*. Hervey
Allen, ''Israfel'*, p. 496
18. "This poem is an allegory depicting the progress of
madness, and is the first thoroughgoing intimation
from Poe that he could detect, in himself at least,
the possibility of the final denouement of the hero
of the poem and of the 'House of Usher'. That he him-
self and the strange conditions of his marriage are
in part the subjects of the story and the poem, there
can remain no doubt.'* Ibid., p, 444
19. Stedman, vol. X, p. xxxiii
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